This paper reports on the theoretical fundamentals of a novel modeling approach that follows the singularity theory rather than the continuity theory. The singularity oriented modeling is very useful in certain applications, e.g. in form-giving and styling, rapid prototyping and shape generation based on gestural devices. The authors refer to this novel description technique as natural shape representation (N-rep). The key modeling entities are shape singularities of various order, structures formed by their arrangements, and natural surfaces. A shape singularity is an observable discontinuity of the boundary of an object that is featured by specific tangency and curvature characteristics. Besides the formal definition of singularities, the paper deals with their structural properties. A natural surface has been defined as a compound geometric entity that, as a domain of a boundary, obeys some specific continuity and finiteness conditions. The N-rep data scheme extends the conventional B-rep scheme with higher level constructs. The paper describes an application of the theory for shape generation by gestural device.
Introduction
Conventional surface and solid modeling systems are following the theory of geometric continuity. Their fundamental modeling entities are surfaces that have the following properties: (p 1 ) finite, (p 2 ) continuous, (p 3 ) not self-intersecting, (p 4 ) connected to each other only at their boundary, and (p 5 is not easy to correctly and efficiently treat non-complete objects and shape discontinuities by the existing modeling techniques. Nevertheless, in several applications, there exists an explicit need to directly model and manipulate discontinuities. As typical examples we mention form-giving and styling [1] , rapid prototyping and shape generation based on gestural devices. Therefore, the objective of the research has been to elaborate on an alternative solution. This paper outlines the theoretical fundamentals of a novel modeling approach that starts out of the singularity theory. The idea is to use singularities as the primary modeling entities rather than surfaces.
It is assumed that singularities can be defined and represented so as to achieve control over the smooth domains (surfaces) of an object's boundary.
Continuity properties are characteristics for geometric shapes. Some fundamental ideas about shapes can be found in [2] . A unified and comprehensive interpretation of shapes is presented by [3] . For a mathematically sound treatment of shape continuity it is expedient to consider continuity of r-dimensional manifolds. Definitions for the orders of continuity of manifolds are available in the paper [4] . The continuity of curves and surfaces are also analyzed in [5] . The problems of geometric continuous patch complexes are dealt with by [6] . A geometric interpretation of smoothness conditions of triangular polynomial patches is provided in [7] .
The singularity theory followed in our paper can be traced back to the early work of Whitney, H. which describes the singularities formed at mapping of the plane into the plane [8] . The papers related to the application of the singularity concept are rather dispersed. Like us, some of the researchers started out of the fact that singular points are closely related to the topology of objects and allow us abstract their shapes. The singularity concept has been applied to characterize the global structure of objects by height functions and needle diagrams [9] . A surface segmentation method based on depth and slope discontinuity detection was presented by [10] . The issues of computing the intersection of a pair of algebraic surfaces are dealt with and an algorithm presented in [11] . Curvature relations in three-dimensional symmetric axes have been analyzed by [12] . The singularity concept has become very popular also in manipulator and robot motion planning [13] . The singularity concept was used to describe the bifurcation points of intersecting boundary surfaces of manipulators where they are losing one or more degrees of freedom [14] . Different aspects of visual continuity are discussed in [15] . The scope of interactive visualization of implicit surfaces has been broadened by the inclusion of cusp points and self intersecting surfaces by [16] .
Our work for a natural representation of objects with characteristic singularity patterns has common elements with the papers referred above. However, our primary intent has been to use the singularity theory as a base of a shape modeling system for conceptual design applications. The specific objective of the paper is to (a) provide mathematically sound definitions for shape singularities, (b) identify the structures formed by various types of singularities, and (c) present a novel data management scheme that is referred to as natural shape representation (N-rep) [17] . In the next section some basic definitions related to the continuity of manifolds of dimension r is given. The third and fourth sections explain the key concepts, i.e., shape singularities and natural surfaces. Crest and phantom singularities are identified, and the formation of singularity topologies (e.g. trees and cycles) is investigated. A singularity network forms a sort of skeleton of the geometric model. In order to get a model of full value, the skeleton is completed with natural surfaces that are represented by adjoining synthetic NURBS surfaces. Finally, we demonstrate the usefulness of the singularity concept in computer internal representation of a complex of physical surfaces created by a gestural means.
Key concepts related to discontinuities of manifolds
An object Q -an artifact -is generally considered a physically realizable entity that is uniquely characterized by its shape, dimensions, materialization, and physical properties. For the purpose of our paper, however, we extend the notion 'object' to non-complete, i.e., physically not feasible objects. From a mathematical point of view, the shape S G of an object Q can be adequately represented by the union of its geometric points p i which are neither inside nor outside Q. That is S p
Here i(Q) means the interior, and c(Q) means the complement of S G . This interpretation allows us to describe the boundary of an object, or a part of it, even if it is not closed. Moreover, it enables us to consider a boundary B a manifold M and investigate its continuity properties.
A manifold is a non-empty set M of points p i , where
An obvious advantage of applying the manifold theory is that it permits to restrict the dimension r of manifolds to those degrees that are important for engineering, without hurting generality. For instance, for the evaluation of engineering shapes it is appropriate to take into account n = 3 and r ≤ 3 for manifolds. Continuity C k of a function f at a point p means that derivatives up to order k of f are continuous at p. The derivatives at p results in the tangent space H. The tangent space H to M at p is a linear space defined by df(p) ⋅ x = 0.
The basic idea of the proposed N-rep is to describe the shape S G of an object Q as a composition of its non-smooth and smooth domains of its boundary B. The motivation comes from the form giving (styling) practice where characteristic lines and other shape features that represent discontinuities of a primary shape are generated first. In order to represent the shape in terms of smooth/non-smooth domains, some new notions are to be introduced that will be referred to as key concepts in the paper. Our key concepts are (a) shape singularity, σ, (b) topology of singularities, τ, (c) physical surface, ϕ, (d) natural surface, ω, and (e) synthetic surface, ξ,. A shape can be straightforwardly interpreted in terms of these concepts since they, due to their relationships, lend themselves to the framework of the proposed representation scheme. Consequently, we specify a shape S G as the composition of the set Σ of shape singularities σ i and the set Φ of physical surfaces ϕ j , i.e.,
. In this manner, the shape is seen on a higher level than geometry.
Continuity can be regarded at least in two ways: (a) continuity of the internal domain of a manifold, and (b) continuity of transition between two adjoining or intersecting manifolds. A shape can also be characterized from the aspect of smoothness that assumes the existence of certain continuity conditions. A point p ∈ B is smooth if and only if there exists a neighborhood
That is, a boundary B is smooth if it is at least a C 1 manifold. This implies that for B to be G k continuous (k ≥ 1) at p it is required that p is a smooth point, and, furthermore, that for every partitioning of some neighborhood of p into sets V and W, these sets meet with G k (k ≥ 1) continuity. Without restricting generality. let us now assume that the boundary B is of some finite threedimensional volume Q, i.e., B is an open manifold of dimension 2 (a two-manifold).
Notions, properties and structures of shape singularities
Intuitively, singularities of a shape are discontinuities, i.e., sudden local changes that can be recognized based on the specific tangency and curvature characteristics of the domain of the shape concerned. Thus, a singularity σ is apparently a set of nonsmooth points p k of a boundary B, i.e., for such p k there is no neighborhood U in B,
Depending on the cardinality of the set σ we can distinguish two types of singularities. When the number of nonsmooth points in the set σ is exactly one we talk about a zero order shape singularityσ 0 . When the set σ comprises infinite number of linearly connected non-smooth points we talk about a first order shape singularity σ 1 ( Fig. 1.) . If the points are generally connected and certain discontinuity properties are observable we consider higher order shape singularity σ m . In the definitions below, we refer to the type of singularity rather than to the geometric points p k .
Definition. A non-smooth point p ∈ B is a zero order shape singularity σ 0 of B if and only if there exists a neighborhood All of the singularity types introduced above are point sets containing G 0 discontinuities. This property of the zero and first order shape singularities σ 1 and σ 0 , is called sharpness. We will therefore refer to these singularities as sharp singularities.
In the remaining part of the paper, sharp singularities σ 1 and σ 1 will be jointly denoted by σ s .
Certain domains of the shape can be regarded as shape singularities even though they are not definitely sharp singularities (Fig. 2.) . That is, seemingly continuous shape features can also be defined as singularities if it is implied by their morphological characteristics (e.g. the local change of shape, the ratio of their size and the size of the shape as a whole, etc.). We refer to these as higher order shape singularities. For instance, to give birth to a second order linear shape singularity σ 2 of B, the G 1 -smooth points of a set σ ⊂ B are requested to have a neighborhood U ⊂ ℜ 3 such that (B ∩ U) -σ is a C 2 manifold of dimension 2, and σ is a C 1 manifold of dimension 1. Obviously, when (B ∩ U) -σ results in two disconnected sub-manifolds U' and U'' they are individually requested to be C 2 manifolds of dimension 2. It has to be seen however that in a general case these are only necessary, but not sufficient conditions. The reason is that (a) they may hold for practically every curve on a C Mathematically a singularity networks is specified as 
Interpretation and properties of surface structures
Apparently the boundary B of any object Q is an arrangement of physical surfaces ϕ k . From a geometric modeling point of view, they represent a natural partitioning of an object's boundary. A physical surface ϕ, ϕ ∈ Φ and ϕ ⊂ S G , is the composition of a sub-set Σ * of shape singularities σ i and a set Ω of natural surfaces ω l (defined below). Mathematically:
. Typically, the boundary B ϕ of a physical surface is formed by a singularity cycle σ C or by its natural limits. A physical surface ϕ is not supposed to be smooth (due to the presumably embedded singularities). The removal of all embedded and bordering singularities σ k results in a natural surface ω. Hence, natural surfaces are components of one, and exactly one physical surface and they are supposed to satisfy certain continuity (smoothness) conditions. Intuitively, a natural surface consists of smooth points, that is, for each point a tangent plane H exists. Distinguishing synthetic surfaces enables us to make natural surfaces independent of the mathematical representations. Natural surfaces ω k can be recomposed from synthetic surfaces ξ when they meet with G k continuity and can be pieced together to form a C k manifold of dimension r.
A data scheme for natural shape representation
The system of definitions introduced above, together with other considerations for data management and data base organization, that are not discussed here, provides the means for us to construct the novel object representation method, referred to as N-rep. The external data base scheme of it is actually a significantly extended version of conventional boundary representations. The scheme outlined in Fig. 4 . introduces all fundamental structural, topological and geometric entities used. Reference points, transformation matrices and other auxiliary entities are deliberately not indicated. The relations among the entities are mapped onto structural, topological, and geometric tables. Structural tables are (a) face_complexes The pivotal entity of the scheme is an object that decomposes into one or more face_complex. It may represent closed boundaries or an open arrangement of physical surfaces (faces). The singularity_network table specifies the comprehensive structure of the singularity topologies related to a face complex. The face_complex table defines all boundaries and arrangements of faces belonging to one object. Since a face_complex is a composition of adjacent or separate physical surfaces, the physical_surface table tells how physical surfaces relate to a face_complex and also specifies the hierarchical relations between physical, natural and synthetic surfaces. The singularity_loops table specifies the occurred singularity topologies.
The edge-faces table specifies the faces sharing a common edge. The face entries are pointing to the relevant entries of the surface table since faces are geometrically described by NURBS surfaces. At the same time, the face entries are pointed at by the NURBS surface entities. Pointers are included for the edge loops that are the boundaries of the used domains of the NURBS surface patches. The edge-vertices table specifies the start and end vertices for each edge. Furthermore, it contains pointers to the NURBS curves in the curves table related to the edges. The vertex entries point at points in the point table. The tuples in the point table contain the coordinates of all geometric points used. The point entries and edge entries in the relevant tables are also pointed at by certain singularity entities. The singularity_property table specifies for each singularity (a) the related edge(s), (b) the three slopes of the related two tangent lines, and (c) the values of the two related normal curvatures as available at the discrete data points. It also refers to the tangency and curvature distribution functions.
Using the singularity concept in shape generation by gestural means
A typical application of N-rep is geometric modeling based on gestural input, i.e., when the shape of an object is specified by a sequence of sweeps by the data-glove. The human-controlled move of the glove generates a well-ordered set of 3D points that usually describes one physical surface. Ordering is made naturally by scanning the output of the glove. In order to create a geometric model we have to, on the one hand, decompose the one-off generated physical surfaces ϕ k into shape singularities σ i and natural surfaces ω j , and, on the other hand, reconstruct the boundary B of an object Q as a specific arrangement of σ i and ω j . Consequently, the first and most fundamental step of modeling is the extraction of singularities from the as-generated cloud of points. The singularities are used as characteristic lines in shape conceptualization.
The cloud of data points created by sweeping with the glove gives an inexact representation of a physical surface. Nevertheless, when the data set is evenly scattered and dense enough everywhere it can be used to generate hints for the various types of shape singularities. It is the most practical way of reasoning out local surface characteristics, because there is no chance to evaluate infinite number of surface points for their continuity properties even if a continuous interproximation of the data set is available. Thus, the evaluation remains approximate. Our hint generation for extracting singularities is based on an intuitive evaluation of discrete neighborhoods U* of individual data points p i . First, the curvature distribution in U* is estimated.
We can utilize that a point p in an analytic set V in ℜ n of dimension n -r is smooth For the singularities in principal direction y repeat the process by forming blocks parallel to plane yz and using j = 0, ..., M. When for a non-smooth point p hints for the existence of discontinuity can be generated based on more than one polylines going through the point p, it will be classified as a spike singularity σ 0 . Otherwise, it is a non-smooth point p belonging to a crest singularityσ 1 .
Then the four points test that has much common with the three point test presented above, is applied to extract phantom singularities. In fact, it comprises the same steps up to the definition of polylines e xz and e yz . Let's take one of the e xz polylines first.
By using three subsequent points p i+1 , p i and p i-1 construct a circle c i+1 of radius r i+1 (Fig. 5.b.) . Then, by using the next tree subsequent points p i , Having accomplished checking of all physical surfaces generated with the data-glove for singularities, a network of singularities is created as a skeleton of the shape. Then, the natural surfaces are generated by least squares fitting of NURBS surface patches to the detached subsets of data points [18] . Afterwards, the parametrized surface patches are trimmed and fit onto the skeleton [19] . Because the N-rep data scheme stores the tangency and curvature conditions for all shape singularities, the shape of the object can be flexibly manipulated by modifying the geometric shape of the singularity, the tangency/curvature distribution sideways, or both [20] . The tangency and curvature values can be assigned individually to specific points, or defined by an algebraic distribution function alongside the geometric curves representing the singularities of various order. Synthetic surfaces are blended by taking these specifications as constraints.
Conclusions
A modeling scheme called N-rep to support shape singularity oriented representation of objects has been introduced. The novelty and advantage of the natural representation is in that it allows first specify a network of zero, first and second order singularities as a skeleton of the shape, and, then, to deal with continuous surfaces. Thus, it interfaces the generation of physical surfaces and their analytic description by synthetic surfaces in certain applications. Our main conclusions are:
• It is feasible to describe the shape of physical objects in terms of the shape singularities and natural surfaces.
• Shape discontinuities and surface structures can be aptly defined based on the continuity theory of r-manifolds.
• For a comprehensive shape modeling the possible types of sharp and phantom singularities, and their topologies have to be mathematically specified.
• Natural shape description can be mapped onto a data base scheme that is a significantly extended variant of the conventional boundary representation.
• In the tested application, i.e., reconstruction of shapes based on data-glove input of physical surfaces, hint generation can be applied to explore sharp and phantom singularities.
• Future research will focus on the completion of the related software tool and its application to support complex shape generation by gesturing and fuzzy verbal conceptualization.
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